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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a novel voice conversion (VC) model, guided
by text instructions such as “articulate slowly with a deep tone” or
“speak in a cheerful boyish voice”. Unlike traditional methods that
rely on reference utterances to determine the attributes of the con-
verted speech, using text instruction adds versatility and specificity
to voice conversion. The proposed VC model is a neural codec lan-
guage model which processes a sequence of discrete codes, result-
ing in the code sequence of converted speech. It utilizes text instruc-
tions as style prompts to modify the prosody and emotional informa-
tion of the given speech. In contrast to previous approaches, which
often rely on employing separate encoders like prosody and con-
tent encoders to handle different aspects of the source speech, our
model handles various information of speech in an end-to-end man-
ner. Experiments have demonstrated the impressive capabilities of
our model in comprehending instructions and delivering reasonable
results1.

Index Terms— Voice conversion, Style transformation, Neural
audio codec

1. INTRODUCTION

In the field of natural language processing (NLP), it has become
crucial to enable language models to comprehend human intentions
through instructions. As a result, several instruction-tuned language
models have been proposed, such as InstructGPT [1], aiming to en-
hance language model’s understanding by fine-tuning the model with
natural language instructions.

In the domain of speech processing, efforts have also been made
to incorporate textual information into speech or audio generation
[2–13]. Approaches like PromptTTS [14] and AudioGen [15] can
synthesize novel speech based on textual descriptions, enabling tasks
such as prompted text-to-speech or text-to-audio. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there is a lack of research exploring the po-
tential of instruction-guided speech-to-speech tasks.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework for text-instruction-
guided voice conversion, which is a groundbreaking task. The de-
tailed architecture of our framework is illustrated in Fig 1. Guided
by text instructions, our model is capable of transforming the given
source speech into the style that aligns with the provided instruc-
tions. For instance, conditioned on instructions like “speak with a
lively and enthusiastic boyish tone” or “give me a mature tone in
a deep and somber voice”, the transformed speech can effectively
emulate the desired speaking styles.

The primary objective of this research is to create a voice con-
version model capable of processing a wide range of textual instruc-
tions. Voice conversion traditionally relies on reference-based style

1https://text-guided-vc.github.io/asru2023_demo

control [16–20], where a style reference speech clip is utilized to
guide the style of the conversion. However, this method can present
several challenges. For instance, obtaining an appropriate style ref-
erence can be difficult, and it may not encompass all the nuanced
stylistic elements desired in the output speech. Text-based style con-
trol offers an innovative solution to these challenges, with several
distinct advantages outlined below.
(1) Flexibility. Text-based style control offers enhanced flexibil-
ity and facilitates a more diverse representation of style by accom-
modating any form of human language as a style descriptor. This
“form” is not confined to simple or predefined commands. It en-
compasses everything from single-word descriptors to complex sen-
tences, idiomatic expressions, and highly detailed descriptions. For
instance, beyond basic instructions like “speak slowly” or “use a
high-pitched voice”, the model could also understand and imple-
ment nuanced instructions such as “speak as if you’re telling a bed-
time story to a child” or “adopt the tone of a news anchor delivering
breaking news”. This unconstrained approach obviates the need for
a specific format or type and covers a broader range of styles that
might not be easily captured by a single reference speech.
(2) Ease of use. Text-based style instructions can be more intuitive
and natural to use, especially for non-expert users. Users can simply
write down the desired style in text, which can be more accessible
and straightforward than finding or creating an appropriate speech
reference.
(3) Potential for richness and nuance. Language is a powerful tool
that can express a wide range of concepts, emotions, and nuances.
By leveraging the richness of language, text-based style control can
potentially guide voice conversion in a more nuanced and detailed
manner.

Our proposed VC model is a neural codec language model which
processes the discrete code sequence of the source speech encoded
by the encoder of EnCodec [21] and results in the code sequence of
converted speech. The detailed schematic of our method is presented
in Fig 1. The novelty and uniqueness of our proposed approach lie in
two aspects. One is that we view voice conversion as a neural codec
language modeling task, while the other is that we experiment with
various model configurations, including utilizing pre-trained textual
model, textual model pre-trained on text-to-speech, and even train-
ing from scratch. As SpeechLMs [22] garner benefits from initial-
izing with textual LMs, we likewise observe that pre-training on a
textual model markedly enhances its capacity to interpret textual in-
structions.

Moreover, due to the current lack of suitable datasets for train-
ing text-instruction-guided voice conversion models, which have to
include source speech samples, target speech samples, and corre-
sponding textual instructions, we take the initiative to establish two
distinct datasets by means of the audio processing tool SoX [23] and
PromptSpeech dataset [14] for our work. We refer to them as the
Signal Processing Effect Dataset and InstructSpeech Dataset respec-
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tively.
The subjective and objective evaluations reveal that our model

possesses a remarkably compelling text comprehension capacity,
successfully transforming and integrating the corresponding styles
from the instructions into the target speech. Finally, to access the
model’s generalization and robustness capabilities, we conduct ex-
periments to evaluate our model on out-of-domain instructions that
are never seen during training. We accomplish unseen instructions
by amalgamating distinct types of instructions, one exclusively ap-
pearing in the Signal Processing Effect Dataset and the other solely
in the InstructSpeech Dataset. The experimental results underscore
the robust capability of the model to generalize effectively. Ad-
ditionally, we delve into the impact of adverbs of varying degrees
within the instructions. The findings suggest that our model is
adept at discerning the subtle differences among adverbs and effec-
tively utilizes this knowledge to influence the final converted speech
appropriately.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1. Neural Codec Model

Neural audio codecs [21,24,25] have offered significant benefits for
the compression and transmission of audio data across networks.
Furthermore, AudioLM [26] generates audio as a language model-
ing task by utilizing hierarchical modeling of semantic and acoustic
tokens, which achieved success in works such as SPEAR-TTS [6]
and SoundStorm [7]. In our work, we follow VALL-E [8] to utilize
neural codec models to convert speech into discrete tokens. VALL-
E introduces a prompt-based neural codec language model approach
for TTS with audio codecs of EnCodec as intermediate represen-
tations. By encoding the speech waveform into discrete acoustic
codes, these models enable the reconstruction of high-quality wave-
forms, even for speakers who were not present in the training data.

In contrast to VALL-E, which is a TTS system that focuses on
synthesizing personalized speech using a 3-second recording of an
unseen speaker as an acoustic prompt, our work aims to propose a
novel voice conversion model that can be guided by text instructions
to achieve desired styles.

2.2. Textual-guided speech generation

Recently, prompt-based methods have been explored in speech pro-
cessing [27,28]. A notable research direction is to adopt text prompts
for controlling speech characteristics, such as emotion and prosody,
in speech generation [13, 14, 29]. AudioGen [15] generates audio
samples from text inputs by encoding raw audio into discrete tokens
with a neural audio compression model, then processing these tokens
with a transformer-decoder language model considering the text in-
puts. PromptTTS [14] uses text prompts for high-quality speech syn-
thesis, aligning with style and content descriptors. Its architecture
includes a style encoder extracting emotion and prosody, a content
encoder for content-related details, and a speech decoder combin-
ing these representations to create speech waveforms. Similarly, In-
structTTS [29] also employs prompts but without constraints on style
descriptions, allowing natural language inputs for training.

In contrast to the aforementioned studies that focus on text-to-
audio or text-to-speech generation, our research proposes a text-
guided speech-to-speech conversion model. Our approach utilizes
textual instruction in any form of human language, unconfined by
specific formats. This offers intuitive use, harnesses language rich-
ness, and imbues voice conversion tasks with enhanced flexibility.

2.3. Style conversion

Style conversion seeks to modify a given speech according to a spe-
cific style, with numerous supervised and unsupervised algorithms
developed for this transformation. To overcome the problem of
emotional conversion, [30] proposed the use of a Gaussian Mix-
ture Model (GMM) for jointly modeling the prosodic attributes of
both the source and target, and [31] also proposed a comprehensive
framework that integrates Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Gaus-
sian Mixture Model (GMM), and a fundamental frequency segment
selection method. Due to the rapid progress of deep net, research
related to style conversion has also experienced a significant leap
in advancement. In the case of [32], a speech-to-speech emotional
conversion model is proposed using style transfer auto-encoders.
Recent research also makes many efforts to address this issue. For
example, [33] leverage discrete and decomposed representations
for speech emotion conversion, and [34, 35] employed GAN-based
methods to achieve prosody conversion and emotional speech con-
version respectively.

Voice conversion, a research focus aiming to transmute the
source speaker’s voice to the target’s while maintaining the linguis-
tic content, garners substantial attention in numerous studies. Tra-
ditional VC methods concentrate on one-to-one voice conversion,
where they align parallel data from the source and target speak-
ers and acquire a frame-wise mapping [36, 37]. In recent studies,
non-parallel data is predominantly utilized for more practical many-
to-many voice conversion [38–42]. This involves the widespread
adoption of generative adversarial networks (GAN) such as Star-
GAN [43–45], CycleGAN [46–51] and other variants [52, 53]. In
addition, variational autoencoders (VAE) [54–58] and other autoen-
coders [39, 59] have also been employed. [60–64] have introduced
the use of self-supervised learning (SSL) techniques or frameworks
to facilitate the task of voice conversion. For instance, [40, 65–67]
leverage SSL representation for linguistic content in voice conver-
sion, excelling in the disentanglement aspect.

However, speech conversions typically focus on individual as-
pects, and studies converting multiple styles like emotion, timbre,
and prosody are rare. Our study aims to address this gap by employ-
ing text-based instructions to guide the model in multi-style conver-
sions.

3. METHOD

In this section, we formulate our task: text instruction-guided voice
conversion through conditional codec language modeling and intro-
duce our proposed framework in detail.

3.1. Problem formulation

Text instruction-guided voice conversion aims to convert a speech
sample x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) into a target speech sample y =
(y1, y2, . . . , ym), based on a user instruction z = (z1, z2, . . . , zl).
xi and yi are the frames of the source speech and target speech re-
spectively, and zi is the token of the instruction. m and n denote
the number of frames, and l denotes the number of tokens. In our
approach, we consider the conversion process as conditional codec
language modeling. Our framework consists of two key compo-
nents: a neural audio codec and a conditional codec language model.
The neural audio codec is responsible for encoding a speech sam-
ple into discrete acoustic codes and decoding the discrete acoustic
codes back into speech. The conditional codec language model, on
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Fig. 1. The overview of our framework. Conditioned on the given textual instruction and source speech, our model is able to generate
sequences of discrete audio codes. Subsequently, we decode these sequences of codes to the corresponding target speech by audio codec
decoder. In addition, we propose two pre-training methods. Method 1 involves fine-tuning the textual language model. Method 2 involves
fine-tuning the text-to-speech pre-trained language model.
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Fig. 2. The architecture of autoregressive and non-autoregressive
codec language model.

the other hand, leverages the encoded discrete acoustic codes along
with the user instruction to generate the target acoustic codes.

We formulate the conversion process into the following steps.
First, we utilize the neural audio codec’s acoustic quantizer, which
consists of an encoder and several quantization layers, to encode
each speech sample into discrete acoustic codes. We adopt EnCodec
[21] as our neural audio codec. The quantized process can be for-
mualted as cx = Ecodec(x), c

y = Ecodec(y), where cx ∈ Nn′×8,
cy ∈ Nm′×8. n′ and m′ denote the downsampled source utterance
length and target utterance length respectively. Next, the conditional
codec language model is conditioned on the encoded discrete acous-
tic codes and user instructions to produce the desired target acoustic
codes, which can be seen as estimating p(cy|cx, z; θ). θ denotes
the parameter of the conditional codec language model. Finally,
we can synthesize the waveform ŷ using the audio codec decoder,
ŷ = Dcodec(c

ŷ), where cŷ is the predicted target acoustic codes.

3.2. Training: Conditional Codec Language Modeling

In this work, we reach the functionality of the conditional codec
language model by employing a hierarchical approach with two
encoder-decoder codec language models. These two models utilize
different modeling methods: autoregressive and non-autoregressive.
We first apply autoregressive codec language modeling to generate
the discrete codes from the first quantizer of the target speech sam-
ple. Following this, we exploit non-autoregressive codec language
modeling to predict the remaining discrete codes. We can formulate
our model as θ = {θar, θnar}, where θar and θnar denotes the
parameter of the autoregressive codec language model and non-
autoregressive codec language model respectively. We discuss the
design of each modeling method in the following subsection.

Autoregressive Codec Language Modeling
In our approach, we employ autoregressive codec language

modeling specifically for generating the discrete codes from the first
quantizer of the target speech sample. This process can be regard as
estimating p(cy:,1|cx:,1, z; θar) =

∏m′

t=1 p(c
y
t,1|c

y
1:t−1,1, c

x
:,1, z; θar),

where c:,1 denotes the discrete codes from the first quantizer. We
select autoregressive modeling due to the potential inconsistency in
length between the source speech and the target speech. By utiliz-
ing autoregressive modeling, we can effectively handle variations
in the length of the target speech during the conversion process.
We implement the autoregressive codec language model by using
transformer-based encoder-decoder architecture. The encoder input
is the concatenation of z and cx:,1, and the decoder input is the right
shift cy:,1. Illustrated in the upper part of Fig. 2.

Non-Autoregressive Codec Language Modeling
We employ non-autoregressive codec language modeling to gen-

erate the remaining discrete codes of the target speech sample. This
can be view as estimating p(cy:,j |c

y
:,j−1, c

x
:,j , z; θnar), j ∈ [2, 8],

where c:,j denotes the discrete codes from the j-th quantizer, θnar

denotes the parameter of the non-autoregressive codec language
model. Using non-autoregressive modeling have two benefits. The
pre-trained neural codec decoder Dcodec(·) should take the same
length of discrete codes as input, which means |cy:,j | = |cy:,i|,



∀ i ̸= j. Employing a non-autoregressive model to predict the
discrete codes can achieve this goal with little effort. Also, non-
autoregressive modeling enhances the generating process efficiency.
We take a transformer-based encoder-decoder model as our non-
autoregressive codec language model, which is similar to the archi-
tecture of our autoregressive codec language model, except for the
self-attention masks of the decoder. We adopt the concatenation of
cx:,j and z as the encoder input, and take cy:,j−1 as the decoder input.
Illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 2.

3.3. Pre-training

We investigate two ways to pre-train the AR model and the NAR
model. The two pre-training methods are illustrated in Fig 1. In the
following discussion, we use the term “Scratch” to represent models
that have not undergone any form of pre-training.
(1) Fine-tune the textual language model. The textual language
model, like BART [68], has the encoder-decoder architecture. We
fine-tune our neural codec language model on the textual language
model as our initialization for the voice conversion task. We refer to
this setting as “Text”.
(2) Fine-tune the text-to-speech pre-trained language model. In
“Text”, the pre-trained model is pre-trained without exposure to
speech data. To enhance the pre-training model, we proceed to fur-
ther pre-train it on a text-to-speech task. In the text-to-speech task,
the input is text, and the output is modified to a sequence of discrete
codes. Subsequently, we decode this sequence of codes back to the
corresponding speech. We refer to this setting as “TTS”.

Both AR and the NAR models can have the three different afore-
mentioned pre-training configurations: “Scratch”, “Text”, “TTS”,
resulting in a total of nine possible combinations of models.

3.4. Inference

Given a source speech sample x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) and a text in-
struction z = (z1, z2, . . . , zl), n and l denote the length of the utter-
ance and text respectively. First, we utilize the neural audio codec’s
acoustic quantizer to encode each speech sample into discrete acous-
tic codes, cx = Ecodec(x), where cx ∈ Nn′×8, and n′ denote
the downsampled utterance length. Second, inference process can
be regarded as sampling cŷ ∼ p(cy|cx, z; θ) using the multinomial
sampling strategy, where θ denotes the parameter of the conditional
codec language model and cŷ is the generated target sequence of
discrete codes. Finally, we can synthesize the waveform ŷ using the
pre-trained neural codec decoder, ŷ = Dcodec(c

ŷ).

4. DATASET

4.1. Overview

In the realm of instruction-guided voice conversion, indispensable
data elements include source speech samples, instructions, and tar-
get speech samples. Source speech denotes the original, unmod-
ified vocal expression, whereas target speech refers to the altered
vocal output post-stylistic adaptation guided by instructions. Rec-
ognizing a deficit of such datasets that incorporate text instruction,
we seek inspiration from the InstructSpeech dataset proposed by
PromptTTS [14] and assemble a bespoke dataset to meet our precise
requirements. The dataset is publicly available for further research1

and samples of the data can be found on our demo website2. Subse-

2https://text-guided-vc.github.io/asru2023_dataset

quently, we provide a detailed explanation of the steps and specifics
involved in the creation of our dataset.

4.2. Signal Processing Effect Dataset

SoX [23] provides a range of functionalities for applying various
effects to sound files. Therefore, we propose using SoX as an intu-
itive approach to generate text instruction-guided voice conversion
datasets. To achieve this, we follow these steps:

First, we construct the dataset based on LibriTTS [18] and em-
ploy SoX to transform the source speech from LibriTTS into target
speech using 14 diverse effects, including bass, treble, chorus, delay,
echo, fade, loudness, repeat, reverb, reverse, tempo, volume, pitch,
and contrast. Each effect is associated with a set of manually se-
lected distinct parameters that represent different levels of impact on
the source speech.

Second, we generate manual instructions that correspond to var-
ious SoX commands. We also consider multiple parameters and uti-
lize different adverbs to showcase the diverse levels of effects effec-
tively. For example, consider the “vol” (volume) command in SoX.
For different values of the “gain” parameter, we define correspond-
ing instructions that describe the desired impact on the volume of the
source speech. When the “gain” parameter is set to 0.5, we define the
instruction as “noticeably decrease the volume of the audio”. This
indicates a substantial reduction in volume, resulting in a percepti-
ble decrease in audio loudness. On the other hand, when the “gain”
parameter is set to 0.75, we might define the instruction as “gently
decrease the volume of the audio.” This suggests a more subtle re-
duction in volume, resulting in a mild decrease in audio loudness.
Then, to enhance the diversity of our dataset, we use ChatGPT to
paraphrase instructions, generating slightly varied yet instruction-
ally equivalent training examples. By leveraging the paraphrasing
capabilities of ChatGPT, we can create variations in the wording and
phrasing of the instructions while preserving their underlying mean-
ing and instructional content. Examples of the data can be referred
to on our demo website2.

Finally, we have successfully created a total of 355,000 paired
training samples, which is equivalent to approximately 600 hours of
data. Additionally, we have collected a set of 10,000 samples for
testing.

4.3. InstructSpeech Dataset

We leverage the well-established PromptSpeech [14] dataset, which
provides a rich collection of speech samples paired with style
prompts. The dataset encompasses five distinct style factors, namely
emotion, gender, pitch, speaking speed, and volume. The emotion
factor spans diverse types, including cheerful, neutral, whisper, sad,
and shouting, facilitating an exploration of extensive emotional ex-
pressions in synthesized speech. The gender factor encompasses
two categories. The remaining prosody-related factors are classified
into three categories: low, normal, and high, differentiated based on
degree.

In each speech sample, according to its style prompt, the
PromptSpeech dataset provides the metadata of the category of
distinct style factors along with their corresponding degrees of level,
for instance, pitch is low, volume is low, speed is fast, and emotion
is sad. Following such metadata and utilizing a commercial text-to-
speech (TTS) system3, we synthesize the speech data. By doing so,
we can treat the style prompt as an instruction, and the synthesized

3https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/products/cognitive-s
ervices/text-to-speech/#overview

https://text-guided-vc.github.io/asru2023_dataset
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speech generated based on the style prompt can be considered as the
target speech. As for the source speech sample, we simply set all the
style factors to their normal values.

To bolster the diversity of our dataset, we employ ChatGPT to
paraphrase instructions, providing slightly varied yet instructionally
identical training examples. This allows our model to learn from
a wide range of instructions and their associated style conversions,
comprehending and mapping a variety of instructions to their respec-
tive style transformations. Examples of the data are available on our
demo website2. Finally, we have a total of 350,000 paired training
samples, which corresponds to approximately 600 hours of data. For
the testing data, we have 2,500 samples.

5. EXPERIMENT

5.1. Evaluation Metric

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our text instruction-guided
voice conversion system, we adopt both the automatic evaluation
metric and human evaluation. First, for prosody-related factors, such
as pitch, volume, and speaking speed, we utilize signal processing
methods4 to compute the differences between the source speech and
target speech. In the case of pitch, we calculate the average funda-
mental frequency of each sound frame. For volume, we calculate the
average energy of each sound frame in the audio signal. For speak-
ing speed, we directly compare the lengths of the two audio clips.
To measure the accuracy, we compute the proportion of successful
conversions out of the total number of testing cases. A successful
conversion is defined as one where the target speech has been ac-
curately transformed in accordance with the instructions. For in-
stance, if the instruction is “speak in a higher pitch”, we calculate
the fundamental frequency of both the source and converted speech.
We compare whether the converted speech has a higher frequency,
which indicates a higher pitch, aligning with the instructions. In ad-
dition, we utilize the NISQA [69] (Speech Quality and Naturalness
Assessment), which is a deep learning framework for speech quality
prediction, to evaluate the quality of the synthetic speech automati-
cally.

However, evaluating the emotional aspect poses challenges as
signal processing evaluation methods may not provide precise re-
sults. Furthermore, a robust automatic method for assessing the con-
gruence between given instruction and resultant speech style is cur-
rently lacking. Consequently, we turn to employing the MOS eval-
uation, tasking participants with verifying the effect and correctness
of especially non-prosodic instructions, for instance, emotion, echo,
and reverberation effects, on the resulting target speech to gauge the
level of evident influence. In general, employing human evaluation
not only enables the assessment of speech quality, but in our con-
text, it also serves as a tool to measure and evaluate the consistency
between the textual narratives in the instructions and the stylistic pre-
sentation in the target speech. In the detail of MOS evaluation, we
randomly select a total of 30 utterances to assess the performance
under various model configurations. Each utterance is evaluated by
at least five participants.

5.2. Result

The naming convention for our voice conversion neural codec mod-
els is as following example: For TTS-Text, the former for the AR

4https://github.com/JeremyCCHsu/Python-Wrapper-for-Wor
ld-Vocoder

Setting Pitch Volume Speed Mean

TTS-TTS 70.82 86.73 84.61 86.73
TTS-Text 71.39 86.78 84.61 86.78
TTS-Scratch 71.44 76.78 86.91 76.78
Text-TTS 69.61 87.43 89.72 87.43
Text-Text 69.72 88.50 89.72 88.50
Text-Scratch 70.19 88.60 89.78 88.60
Scratch-TTS 72.75 76.51 86.91 76.51
Scratch-Text 72.75 78.92 86.91 78.92
Scratch-Scratch 72.23 78.54 86.91 78.54

Table 1. Accuracy (%) of prosody-related results.

Setting Signal Procssing Effect InstructSpeech Mean

TTS-TTS 2.36 2.75 2.56
TTS-Text 2.29 2.56 2.43
TTS-Scratch 2.22 2.63 2.43
Text-TTS 2.24 2.74 2.49
Text-Text 2.24 2.54 2.39
Text-Scratch 2.22 2.60 2.41
Scratch-TTS 2.24 2.67 2.46
Scratch-Text 2.24 2.47 2.36
Scratch-Scratch 2.24 2.52 2.38

Ground Truth 3.04 3.86 3.46

Table 2. Estimated results of MOS using NISQA. The setting of
ground truth refers to testing on the ground truth of target speech.

model utilizing text-to-speech pre-trained language model, and later
for the NAR model utilizing textual language model.

First, we explore the performance of different models in
prosody-related aspects. In table 1, the configuration of Text-Scratch
exhibits the best average performance. Fine-tuning the model from
the textual language model allows for a better understanding of
the content of instructions, enabling the model to perform speech
transformations well according to the given instructions.

Second, we conduct the experiment on speech quality prediction
using NISQA. We test on our generated target speech for Sox and
InstructSpeech datasets respectively. In table 2, the configuration of
TTS-TTS yields the best prediction of mean opinion score (MOS)
for both datasets. The result demonstrates that the model benefits
from finetuning from the text-to-speech pre-trained language model,
which can synthesize the speech with better quality.

Finally, we examine whether fine-tuning using a textual model
assists in improving the understanding of instructions and whether
fine-tuning with a TTS model augments the quality of synthesized
speech by human evaluation. Consequently, we select several set-
tings for analysis, which include Text-Text, TTS-TTS, Text-Scratch,
and Ground Truth. Among these, Text-Scratch exhibits superior per-
formance in prosody-related results, potentially signifying enhanced
capabilities to comprehend instructions. TTS-TTS renders the best
performance in estimated MOS results. Text-Text, in contrast, is in-
tended for comparison with Text-Scratch, with both AR and NAR
utilizing the textual model for fine-tuning simultaneously. Finally,
Ground Truth serves as a topline for comparison. In experimen-
tal detail, we employ MOS with two distinct criteria for evaluation.
The first criterion requests participants to use the source speech as
a benchmark, assessing whether the effects manifested in the target
speech align with the textual description provided in the instructions.
This criterion requires scoring based on the effects observed in the
target speech, disregarding speech quality. The second criterion asks
participants to rate the target speech based solely on speech quality,

https://github.com/JeremyCCHsu/Python-Wrapper-for-World-Vocoder
https://github.com/JeremyCCHsu/Python-Wrapper-for-World-Vocoder


Setting Quality Instruction

TTS-TTS 2.78 ± 0.20 3.48 ± 0.19
Text-Text 2.75 ± 0.16 3.39 ± 0.17
Text-Scratch 2.81 ± 0.14 4.19 ± 0.14

Ground Truth 3.76 ± 0.17 3.64 ± 0.19

Table 3. The chart represents the MOS evaluation results, presented
with 95% confidence intervals. The “Quality” field requests partic-
ipants to evaluate the quality of speech, disregarding vocal effects,
while the “Instruction” field solicits participants to assess the stylis-
tic consistency between the instructions and the target speech.

ignoring vocal effects. The result is shown in Table 3.
In Table 3, analyzing the results from the aspect of stylistic

consistency between the instructions and the target speech, the Text-
Scratch configuration showcases an impressive understanding of
instructions, successfully translating corresponding stylistic direc-
tives into the target speech. This substantiates the feasibility of
text-instruction-guided voice conversion. Comparatively, the Text-
Text configuration, although fine-tuned using the textual language
model for both the AR model and the NAR model, renders a rel-
atively weaker performance. From this, two conclusions can be
inferred. First, the AR model can benefit from fine-tuning using
the textual language model, enabling the model to possess a profi-
cient understanding of text semantics. Second, for the NAR model,
fine-tuning with the pre-trained textual language model seems to act
as an impediment rather than an aid. On the other hand, the Text-
Scratch configuration outperforms the ground truth by a significant
margin. We attribute this to certain effects that are less prominent
in the original datasets and are used as ground truth, but became
more conspicuous in the generated speech due to the model having
learned from extensive data, thus garnering higher evaluation scores.
From the perspective of speech quality, results reveal that the con-
figuration that obtains the highest estimated MOS, TTS-TTS, is not
the top scorer. This suggests a discrepancy between human eval-
uation outcomes and model-based predictions. In conclusion, the
evaluation results showcase our dazzling text comprehension ability
of the model, effectively translating instructions into corresponding
styles presented in the target speech. Nonetheless, the quality of
the speech, when compared, did not equally impress, indicating our
future efforts will need to focus on improving speech quality.

5.3. Analysis

First, to gauge the capacity of the model for generalization and
robustness, we implement experiments designed to assess its perfor-
mance with previously unseen, out-of-domain instructions. These
novel instructions are assembled by incorporating unique directive
types, some derived exclusively from the Signal Processing Ef-
fect Dataset, while others originate solely from the InstructSpeech
Dataset. For instance, we meld instructions associated with rever-
beration from the former dataset, such as “add reverberation to the
audio”, with emotion-related instructions from the latter dataset
like “say in a whispering style”. Such combination produces “add
reverberation to the audio and say in whispering style”. We dissect
the different elements of the instruction and observed their individ-
ual effects as well as their combined effect on the source speech.
Examples are available on our demo website1.

Second, for analysis of adverbial modifiers, we look into the ef-
fect of different degrees of adverbs in the instructions on the gener-

ated results. In addition, we include instructions without adverbs for
further observation. The following are some examples, 1) Decrease
the speed of the audio slightly. 2) Decrease the speed of the audio.
3) Decrease the speed of the audio notably. 4) Decrease the speed of
the audio extremely. Moreover, we examined how the combination
of different adverbs and emotional words influences the resulting
speech. For example, 1) A girl speaking in a slightly sad tone. 2) A
girl speaking in a sad tone. 3) A girl speaking in an extremely sad
tone. Audio samples are available on our demo website1.

Our evaluation criteria focus on assessing whether different de-
grees of adverbs have varying degrees of effect on the results. In Fig.
3, it is evident that adverbs of different degrees indeed have a notice-
able and varying effect on the source speech. We align the time axes
for easy comparison and use red boxes to denote prominent spectral
features. As can be seen, the speech signal exhibits varying degrees
of slowdown effects in accordance with the magnitude of the adverb
used. Therefore, the model has learned to associate the differences in
adverbs with varying degrees of style transformation. Examples in
Fig 3 are available on our demo website1. In addition, due to space
constraints, not all results are presented within the article. Please
refer to our demo website1 for a detailed view of all results.

Fig. 3. From top to bottom, (1) Spectrogram of the source speech (2)
Spectrogram of the target speech with the instruction as “Decrease
the speed of speech slightly.” (3) “Decrease the speed of speech.”
(4) “Decrease the speed of speech notably.” (5) “Decrease the speed
of speech extremely.” The length of the audio, originally 2.47 sec-
onds in the source speech, is extended to 3.17, 5.25, 8.44, and 10.27
seconds respectively.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we have explored the potential development of text-
instruction-guided voice conversion. Within a unified framework,
we leverage natural language to guide the stylistic transformation in
voice conversion. This not only fully harnesses the richness of lan-
guage to increase the flexibility of voice conversion tasks, but it also
avoids the limitations of any standardized instruction formats or the
necessity of reference speech in traditional voice conversion. From
our experimental results, we observe that our model has a remark-
able ability to understand text instructions and successfully trans-
forms styles according to these instructions. This demonstrates the
feasibility of text-instruction-guided voice conversion and its excel-
lent potential for further development. In the future, we will focus
on improving the quality of speech and increasing the diversity and
richness of instruction types.
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